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white man is the reputed repository of all the sciences—and
years ago I had passed for an artillery expert!
Our descent by another route proved to be no easier than
the ascent but in due course, loaded with fossils, we reached
the bottom and mounted our beasts to visit Sikak, of whose
widely scattered palms in a setting of low rolling white sand-
hills I had had an excellent view from the summit. In less
than half an hour we reached and halted at the first of the
many springs of the oasis, a fair-sized pool at ground-level
and more than half filled with tall flowering reeds.1 A few
wretched palms grew at its side and all around we could see
similar groups of reeds and palms. A little way off on rather
higher ground of less marshy character lay the little hamlet2
of perhaps a score of mud-huts and a hundred souls at most,
founded in the early days of the ITchwan revival by Hamad
ibn Barjis ibn Hanzab, a sectional Shaikh of the 'Adhba clan
of Murra. Unlike many rather similar settlements of this
tribe the place was still actively inhabited, though its popu-
lation spends a good deal of its time out in the desert pastures.
The oasis was rather a contemptible specimen of unaided
Nature's efforts—for of course the owners leave the palms to
fertilise themselves—to contribute to the food-stocks of man,
who enjoys the ripened fruits of the groves without toil and
has not yet realised that better results could be obtained if
only he would do a little of the work he leaves so contentedly
to the Almighty.
Besides the reeds and palms the oasis, which lies about
25 feet below sea-level, contains a good deal of tamarisk,
but there was little of interest to detain us longer and we
resumed our journey after disposing of the afternoon prayers.
The rumoured ancient ruins had proved a myth unless they
lie buried under the dunes which appear to be encroaching
on the oasis from all sides. Finding the saline soil here
somewhat slippery owing to the underlying moisture, we
struck across the sands and skirted a low rocky ridge which
lay on the hither side of the great salt-flat. Eecrossing the
tracks of the motor car already mentioned we struck out
at a trot across the vast salt field, steering SSW. towards the
1 Ghaf.       * These Ikhwan settlements are generally called Hifra.

